
Designed specifically with longevity in mind.

 Very strong ― too hard for  
horses to chew and destroy

 Naturally insulated for  
electric fencing 

 Low maintenance and  
do not require painting

 Can be drilled, screwed,  
and cut like a timber post

 Light-weight for easier installation

 Easy on the planet ― made from  
100% recycled plastic

 Maximum longevity ― outlasts all  
other fencing material types

 Custom lengths available upon 
request for bulk quantities

 White available upon request

 Includes cap

PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES

Hogan Fence posts are 
available in:

2.1m or 2.4m high with 
120mm Diameter. Custom 
lengths are available with 
bulk quantities.

Hogan Posts Range

Hogan Fence Posts & Steel Assemblies



Paddock Identification Signage 

DESCRIPTION: For acreage properties 
and horse studs, we 
provide paddock signs  
on request.  

SIZE: 20width x 25length(cm) – 
(custom design and size 
accommodated) 

COLOUR: Custom design.

Explore Hogan fence products.
Designed and manufactured in Australia, the Hogan posts offer a surprising 
package of benefits to most people wanting to build a great fence! These 
new generation posts include maximum stiffening to minimise movement 
in the sun and maximum ‘ramability’ for efficient installation. Designed 
specifically with longevity in mind, the stiffened 100% recycled plastic 
posts do not rust, do not erode from termites and ultimately outlast all other 
fencing material types.

A solid fence starts with a solid end assembly and corner assemblies - made 
from galvanised steel posts and horizontal rails for rigidity and solidarity. 
The Stock & Noble end assemblies are essential for a solid fence. Welding or 
easy fix connections are options during installation. Also, it is recommended 
the end assemblies are painted to match the colour of your fence - this will 
reduce horse injuries by having one colour of fence.

Beautiful fencing,  
you’ll be proud of forever.

1800 102 233

info@stockandnoble.com.au

stockandnoble.com.au

Hogan Fence Post — 2.1m height 

CODE: FP1221
DESCRIPTION: Black Plastic Post — 

210cm x 12cm — Round Inc 
Cap 

SIZE: 210cm x 12cm x 4mm wall 
thickness 

COLOUR: Black or white available
PACK QUANTITY: 51 posts per pack
WEIGHT: 14kg
LIMITED WARRANTY: 20 years

Hogan Fence Post — 2.4m height 

CODE: FP1224
DESCRIPTION: Black Plastic Post — 

240cm x 12cm — Round 
Inc Cap  

SIZE: 210cm x 12cm x 4mm wall 
thickness 

COLOUR: Black or white available
PACK QUANTITY: 51 posts per pack
WEIGHT: 15.5kg
LIMITED WARRANTY: 20 years

End Assembly — 2 posts and 2 rails 

DESCRIPTION: Complete steel corner 
assembly supplied loose 
to be welded on-site.  

SIZE: Con�rmed on each 
project 

COLOUR: Galvanised

Corner Assembly — 3 posts and 4 rails 

DESCRIPTION: Complete steel corner 
assembly supplied loose 
to be welded on-site.  

SIZE: Con�rmed on each 
project 

COLOUR: Galvanised


